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How and why 
organizations should 
unify their sales approach
In the business to business (B2B) sales sector, one of the primary challenges 
sales professionals face is ensuring that they are delivering the right messages 
to customers. It used to be enough for sales teams to periodically meet with col-
leagues in marketing to discuss what collateral should be produced. From there, the 
sales professionals would save the collateral to their workstations and conduct their 
sales meetings.

The problem with that approach to sales, is a lack of communication, which in turn results in inconsis-
tent messaging about offerings, collateral going to waste, and an inability for managers to share best 
practices with their teams. Those sticking points have always existed, but they’ve only gotten worse 
now that company offerings are evolving every day.

Consider these facts:
• Sales representatives only spend 37% of their time on selling
• Only 35% of salespeople think that marketing teams know what they need
• 91% of top performing organizations collaborate across departments to close 

more deals.

Those points in mind, if your business is in the 
B2B sector, now is the time to rethink the way 
you manage your sales and marketing teams. In 
order to be successful, managers need to unify 
their sales and marketing teams so they can 
complement the work of each other. Since sales 
teams interact with prospects, they have unique 
insights into questions, and comments that pros-
pects have.

On the other hand, marketing teams work close-
ly with product staff, to ensure that the company 
is clearly communicating the value of their of-
ferings. In addition to their product knowledge, 
they’re also focused on monitoring the industry 
landscape and ensuring that they are keeping 
pace with and staying ahead of the competition. 

In most businesses, sales and marketing take a limited approach to collaboration. Sales teams would 
identify the types of prospects they were looking to target. From there, they would ask marketing 
teams to create relevant sales enablement materials.

The lack of ongoing 
communication 

between departments 
results in materials 

being produced that 
go unusused, or end up 

significantly modified 
by individual sales 

representatives.

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20171110005551/en/Sales-Reps-Spend-37-Time-Selling-Research
http://resources.kapost.com/2018-sales-and-marketing-alignment-report.html
https://www.millerheimangroup.com/resources/blog/2017-world-class-sales-practices-study-is-out/
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While this approach got the job done, it’s also inefficient. The lack of ongoing communication between 
departments results in materials being produced that go unused, or end up significantly modified by 
individual sales representatives.

In order to ensure sales and marketing team efforts don’t go to waste, business leaders and staff need 
to take a unified approach to selling. To do this, they need to ensure that those two departments are 
always on the same page.

Although increasing collaboration and changing overall operations requires significant amounts of 
effort, when the plans are broken down into actionable steps, the shift becomes more manageable.

Why sales teams don’t always present services or products 
correctly
As discussed earlier in this guide, businesses are constantly evolving. Marketing teams are constantly 
working to ensure they’re pushing ahead of competitors, staying on top of product/service refine-
ments, and also effectively handling inbound requests for sales collateral.

These dynamics create an environment where sales teams are overwhelmed with large amounts of 
collateral while also being left to their own devices in order to figure out how to leverage such materi-
als when interacting with prospects.

Even when sales professionals choose the right collateral for prospect meetings, it’s not guaranteed 
that the sales professional will use the right messaging. The reason for this is ineffective communica-
tion leading to a disconnect between the actual product/service and what the sales professional says 
in a meeting.

Ensure all teams are on the same page
Building on the concept of sales teams being overwhelmed with collateral, in many organizations to-
day, it’s common to see sales teams working with as many versions of sales presentations as there are 
salespeople. This is because after marketing distributes the sales collateral, each sales representative 
is left to their own devices on making the most of it.

Since every sales prospect is different, and each 
sales professional has their own approach to 
selling, it’s a given that each professional will 
modify the collateral to fit their own needs. In 
many cases, it’s common to see teams end up 
with hundreds of versions of a single asset.

The lack of uniformity between collateral ver-
sions causes sales teams use inconsistent mes-
saging for their pitches. This often results in a 

scattered and disorganized approach to selling that not only looks bad to the prospect, but also results 
in lower sales team productivity.

The importance of communication between departments
In order to develop an effective approach to sales, there needs to be alignment between sales and 
marketing teams. This begins with routine syncs and status updates between sales and marketing 
teams. Given the rapid pace of businesses today, these meetings should occur on a weekly basis. They 
don’t have to be long. In many cases, an hour should be sufficient. 

It’s common to see sales 
teams working with 
as many versions of 
sales presentations as 
there are salespeople.
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During these meetings, marketing teams should ensure that sales professionals are aware of the 
collateral being produced and how they can tie it into their approach to selling. These briefings should 
cover product updates, features that are in the pipeline, and also outline the key components that 
should be called out when pitching to prospects.

Similarly, sales professionals should use this time to report on the effectiveness of the collateral being 
produced by marketing teams. They should highlight the parts of the collateral that work well, and also 
discuss portions of the content that should be improved.

A few questions that marketing teams should ask sales staff include:
• What does the sales cycle look like for you today, and what shifts are you seeing?
• Are there questions that often come up from prospects, that we can help to address with mar-

keting content?
• What are the main pieces of collateral that you need to help your teams close more deals?

On the other hand, sales teams can help marketing staff be more effective by asking about:
• Shifts in pain points that are experienced by prospects and customers. Similarly they might 

also ask about other solutions they are considering.
• Where they feel the most effective leads are coming from.
• If the lead qualification process is working as desired.
• What are the messages that resonate most with prospects and customers?

Share best practices across teams
Aside from holding discussions on how to refine sales enablement materials, sales professionals in 
your organization should also share what is and isn’t working with their efforts. For example, is there 
a specific offering that really  excites the prospect? Is there a general flow they should follow when 
conducting a product demo?

As every sales professional has a different perspective, this exchange of information enables all team 
members to improve by learning new skills that aren’t immediately obvious.

Guide your sales professionals through the buyer journey
After getting your sales and marketing teams on the same page, your sales professionals also need to 
ensure that they have effective strategies in place to help them throughout the buyer journey. Since 
the average B2B sales cycle spans months or years, and often involves multiple stakeholders, it’s diffi-
cult for sales professionals to close a deal without the help of others. 

Providing help to your sales teams doesn’t mean that multiple team members should take on custom-
er facing roles during the sales process. Rather, the sales representative should have added support 
behind the scenes to help them address any and all questions or concerns that come up during the 
sales cycle. In addition to this, your sales teams should receive routine training on products and edu-
cation to improve their sales processes.

Gain visibility into sales meetings
In addition to improving your sales department education and training, managers should routinely 
review sales staff performance, and evaluate whether professionals are effectively using the collateral 
developed by the marketing teams.

Sales asset management software is an essential tool in helping to achieve these goals as the solu-
tions have built-in analytics capabilities, so managers can track which documents are used, and when. 
Additionally editing/annotation capabilities means that notes from individual sales meetings don’t go 
to waste.
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Embrace sales asset management software
Throughout this guide, we’ve touched on a variety of ways for sales teams to improve their approach to 
sales, however something we didn’t discuss up to now is integrating technology into your team operations.
As discussed earlier, the increasingly complex nature of sales cycles, and the fast pace of business 
means that for sales teams to thrive in today’s business climate, they need to incorporate technology 
into their workflows. Specifically, sales asset management solutions are one of the most effective ways 
to improve overall operations.

There are a few advantages that come up when your teams start using sales asset management solu-
tions. The primary benefit is improved collateral usage. These solutions enable sales professionals to 
access all relevant collateral regardless of their location, so when they’re in a sales meeting, they’ll be 
in a better position to answer prospect questions. 

Taking that concept a step further, sales asset management solutions also enable team members to 
collaborate on documents in a central location. Rather than team members annotating and editing 
their own versions of documents, they can now make comments and changes in one location, and 
have those details rapidly sent over to other team members.

While collaboration and document manage-
ment are both valuable benefits of sales asset 
management solutions, we would say one of 
the most valuable benefits of the solutions is 
analytics capabilities. Rather than your market-
ing teams producing content blindly, it’s now 
possible for them to see which materials are 
being used the most, and which aren’t leveraged 
enough. 

Making sense of it all
The rapid pace of modern business and commerce requires sales teams to rethink their approach to 
selling. While it used to be enough to gather sales enablement materials from marketing teams, and 
then build a pitch around it, things have become much more complicated.

Marketing teams are now continuously creating content, often overwhelming sales teams, and making 
it difficult to have unity across accounts. In addition to sifting through collateral, sales professionals 
are also left to figure out how to incorporate the materials into their sales presentations.

In order to overcome these challenges, organizations need to rethink their sales processes, and also 
embrace digital sales enablement solutions. In this guide, rethinking sales processes means to im-
prove communication and collaboration between departments and team members. \

As no sales professional is perfect, collaboration enables team members to uncover insights and op-
portunities that normally would be overlooked. In addition to having traditional meetings, sales asset 
management solutions enable team members to get a high-level overview into how collateral is being 
used by sales teams.

The insights provided by sales asset management solutions are essential as they provide information 
that normally would only be possible if managers sat in on meetings themselves.

It’s now possible for 
them to see which 
materials are being used 
the most, and which 
aren’t leveraged enough.
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Contact us
If you have any questions or would like to learn more about unifying your organization’s sales 
approach, check out the Salesframe website at salesframe.com!

You can also contact our Sales Enablement specialists at sales@salesframe.com

Key takeaways

Notable statistics
• Sales teams only spend 37% of their time on selling.
• Only 35% of salespeople think that marketing teams know what they need.
• 91% of top performing organizations collaborate across departments to close more deals.

Action items
• Ensure marketing and sales teams routinely meet to discuss projects and the sales pipeline.
• Hold routine team meetings where sales representatives share what is and isn’t working with 

prospects.
• Invest in professional development resources, so that sales team members don’t feel that 

they’re always on their own.
• Use technology to ensure sales team members have access to the right collateral at the right 

time.

http://salesframe.com

